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Real-Time Volume GraphicsAK Peter, 2006

	IN TRADITIONAL COMPUTER GRAPHICS, 3D objects are created using highlevel
	surface representations such as polygonal meshes, NURBS (nonuniform
	rational B-spline) patches, or subdivision surfaces. Using this modeling
	paradigm, visual properties of surfaces, such as color, roughness, and
	reflectance, are described by means of a shading...
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Greater Kenyir Landscapes: Social Development and Environmental Sustainability: From Ridge to ReefSpringer, 2018

	
		This book contains research findings from three major study areas, natural sciences, social sciences, and public policy and management. The focus area extends over geographical zones ranging from mountainous area of Mount Gagau in the Taman Negara National Park, down to the coastal islands of Bidong, Redang and Perhentian on the...
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Reaction-Diffusion Automata: Phenomenology, Localisations, Computation (Emergence, Complexity and Computation)Springer, 2012

	Reaction-diffusion and excitable media are amongst most intriguing substrates. Despite apparent simplicity of the physical processes involved the media exhibit a wide range of amazing patterns: from target and spiral waves to travelling localisations and stationary breathing patterns. These media are at the heart of most natural processes,...
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Introducing ASP.NET 2.0 (Pro Developer)Microsoft Press, 2004
What’s a Web application? Basically, it’s a set of publicly accessible pages
bound to a well-known URL. No matter which direction Web-related technologies
take in the future, this basic fact will never change. The reason is the
underlying transport protocol, HTTP. If we were to change the underlying protocol,
we...
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Remote Sensing Image Analysis: Including the Spatial Domain (Remote Sensing and Digital Image Processing)Springer, 2007
Remote Sensing image analysis is mostly done using only spectral information on a pixel by pixel basis. Information captured in neighbouring cells, or information about patterns surrounding the pixel of interest often provides useful supplementary information. This book presents a wide range of innovative and advanced image processing methods for...
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Principles of Glacier MechanicsCambridge University Press, 2005
"A stimulating and educative text."    Journal of Glaciology

"A tour de force of the state of modern glaciology."    Global and Planetary Change

"...provides students and practicing glaciologists with the tools they need to understand modern glaciology. The organization of the book makes it ideal for...
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Practical and Theoretical Aspects of Geological Interpretation of Gravitational, Magnetic and Electric Fields: Proceedings of the 45th Uspensky ... in Earth and Environmental Sciences)Springer, 2019

	
		This volume offers an overview of the state-of-the-art theoretical and practical approaches currently used for geophysical data interpretation. It includes new methods and techniques for solving data processing problems, and an analysis of geopotential fields by international researchers. It discusses topics such as:

	
		1....
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Computer Processing of Remotely-Sensed Images: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Environmental remote sensing is the measurement, from
	a distance, of the spectral features of the Earth’s surface
	and atmosphere. These measurements are normally
	made by instruments carried by satellites or aircraft, and
	are used to infer the nature and characteristics of the
	land or sea surface, or of the atmosphere, at the...
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The Earth After Us: What Legacy Will Humans Leave in the Rocks?Oxford University Press, 2009

	Geologist Jan Zalasiewicz takes the reader on a fascinating trip one hundred million years into the future--long after the human race becomes extinct--to explore what will remain of our brief but dramatic sojourn on Earth. He describes how geologists in the far future might piece together the history of the planet, and slowly decipher the...
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Seismic Amplitude Inversion in Reflection TomographyPergamon, 2003

	This is the first book of its kind on seismic amplitude inversion in the context of reflection tomography. The aim of the monograph is to advocate the use of ray-amplitude data, separately or jointly with traveltime data, in reflection seismic tomography.

	

	The emphasis of seismic exploration is on imaging techniques, so that...
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Understanding and Reducing Landslide Disaster Risk: Volume 4 Testing, Modeling and Risk Assessment (ICL Contribution to Landslide Disaster Risk Reduction)Springer, 2020

	
		This book is a part of ICL new book series “ICL Contribution to Landslide Disaster Risk Reduction” founded in 2019. Peer-reviewed papers submitted to the Fifth World Landslide Forum were published in six volumes of this book series. This book contains the followings:

	
		• Five keynote lectures

	...
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Methodology and Technology for Power System GroundingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Grounding is the fundamental measures to ensure the safe operation of power systems, including power apparatus and control/monitoring systems, and guarantee the personal safety. Grounding technology is an interdiscipline involving electrical engineering, high voltage technology, electric safety, electromagnetics, numerical analysis, and...
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